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Abstract 
The purpose of this bachelor thesis was to investigate the PLC systems used in ABBs 
breaker factory in Ludvika and to create a system specification suitable to be used in the 
procurement of a back-up solution for this workshop. 

This work involved information gathering from different sources, such as archives, 
physical installations and interviews of maintenance personnel and operators. 

The results included the requested system specification (in Swedish) including 
suggestions for pilot test installations and evaluations. 

The work also resulted in an extensive listing of all PLC systems with placement, type 
designations, expansion modules and other pertinent information. This information is 
made available as a macro enabled multipage Microsoft Excel document. 

A summary and suggestions for follow up work is also included. 
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1 Introduction 

ABB Breakers [1] creates and tests high voltage breakers for 72kV up to 800kV. In the 
process for manufacturing and testing there are several PLC (Programmable Logic 
Controller) systems used for different types of automation processes, these have been 
installed and programmed during an ongoing period of time and represent several 
different types and models.  

ABB Interrupters whose factory was moved to location in Ludvika in 2012 creates 
separating copper contacts for high voltage breakers and in the process of streamlining 
the company its factory assets where moved to a new building in proximity to the 
breaker factory. 

ABB Service (Hereinafter referred to as Service) to, a sister company to ABB breakers 
is responsible for most of the service of the factories machines and electrical devices 
that are not currently under other guarantees. 

1.1 Purpose 

The purpose of the work done at ABB Breakers is to look into the possibility for an 
automated backup system for the PLC units in ABB Breakers workshop. This comprise 
the original breaker factory floor, as well as the newly merged Interrupters department. 
The automated back-up system is supposed to remove a potential source of error and 
make sure that the latest version of the code loaded into a control unit is saved and 
accessible at all times. This would make sure that the production and testing lines can 
be restored quickly after a failure in a PLC controlled section of the workflow. 

A preferred overall media for communicating with the PLCs is WiFi (Wireless Local 
Area Network as defined by the WiFi alliance) as that will eliminate the need for 
additional wiring which is complicated and expensive in the industry environment. In 
some locations some wired connections could be advantageous especially in the case 
where multiple PLC are grouped together. 

The result of the work should be the creation of a system specification document. As 
ABB breakers don’t have the organization to develop or handle such systems internally 
this document will be used in the process of procuring a backup system solution from a 
third party.  

In the process of collecting data for all the PLC systems used in ABB Breakers it was 
realized that another useful result for ABB would be a comprehensive overview of all 
installed systems, the types of units and their general status. For this purpose a 
comprehensive set of Excel sheets was created and to simplify navigation in these a 
graphical front page with an overview of the workshop with clickable PLC installations 
that displays the appropriate data for that installation was created and programmed in 
Visual Basic. This spreadsheet and instructions for its maintenance is also included with 
this report. 

As data was collected and sorted about the existing PLC units suggestions for 
improvements and concerns regarding specific units will be noted and discussed in the 
following report. Hardware backup (spares part handling) will also be discussed and 
accounted for. Notes on further purchases and things to keep in mind as well as 
recommended replacements will be discussed in the end of the report. 
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1.2 Limitations 

To keep the work at a reasonable level there need to be some limitations established 
regarding specific objects. Most of the focus is put on PLCs, but also attached HMI 
(Human Machine Interface) units were covered. Some of the later installed IPC´s 
(Industrial Personal Computer) are also looked at. Another limitation that had to be 
applied to this work was that a few PLC or control systems that could not be accessed 
without hazard or other risks had to be left out for safety reasons. 

Furthermore computer based solutions that do not fall under the IEC61131 standard [2] 
and pure relay based control systems are not taken into consideration. 

Drive units such as frequency inverters and servo drives are not covered as these are 
“programmed” by adjusting values in a predetermined program and not programed from 
“scratch”. Also the number of such modules at the factory floor is very limited and most 
of them are part of the more advanced machinery at Interrupters. They will be 
accounted for in the lists but no suggestions for improvements will be made. 

There are some specific cases that are mentioned to ABB representatives that will not be 
included in this report.  

It would have been desirable to actually try out some of the suggested back-up 
approaches, but unfortunately it proved impossible to get access to suitable PLC units 
so the theoretical conclusions of this report could not be verified. 

1.3 What is a PLC? 

A PLC as defined in the IEC standard [2]: 

“a digitally operating electronic system, designed for use in an industrial environment, 
which uses a programmable memory for the internal storage of user-oriented 
instructions for implementing specific functions such as logic, sequencing, timing, 
counting and arithmetic, to control, through digital or analogue inputs and outputs, 
various types of machines or processes. Both the PLC and its associated peripherals 
are designed so that they can be easily integrated into an industrial control system and 
easily used in all their intended functions” 

A bit simplified this can be expressed that a PLC is a kind of computer that is specially 
designed to execute one or several control programs in strict cyclical fashion each cycle 
at a fixed cycle time. 

Programmable logic controllers from different brands have different software for 
programing, this software connects via Com-port/Ethernet or similar. Due to this 
software being specific for a specific controller there will be a difference in 
programming two types of controllers from different brands even if the targeted result is 
the same. However all controllers can essentially handle the same type of programing 
languages so it comes down to learning the structure of the new interface. 

As access to a programmable logic controller of suitable types and corresponding 
programming software was very limited so the actual programming languages will be 
left out of the following document, however more information regarding programming 
languages for PLCs can be found in the 61131-3 IEC standard for programming 
languages [3]. 
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1.4 History of PLC systems 

1.4.1 PLC Controller based systems from a historical perspective, 
Emergence. 
During the late 60´s early 70´ts the Programmable logic controller emerged to replace 
relay based control systems as well as transistor based control systems. The advantages 
with this new type of technology where found in the fields of simpler programming, 
user adaptability, flexibility and simpler fault tracing.  

As the need for more and more advanced control systems grew the older relay based 
controlling units had started to become too physically big and too complex for easy 
maintenance and error handling and the solution came in the form of the early PLC 
units. 

The origin was a specification from General Motors referring to a so called “standard 
machine controller”. Several companies bid on providing such a unit and the contract 
was won by a small company Bedford Associates, but they somehow realized the 
potential and formed a separate company which they called Modicon (Modular Digital 
Control) [3] The much larger automation company Allen Bradley also saw the potential 
and entered the race and in their patent application from 1974 [4] (US patent 
#3,942,158) they used the name Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) for the first 
time and this name stuck in the industry and is now the norm. The structure of this early 
PLC basically contain the parts that is still used in many units see Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 PLC units as illustrated in the Allen Bradley patent application 

 These early PLC units where programmed using a special type of programming 
language know as ladder logic or a special form of Boolean algebra specially designed 
for PLC units [5]. Ladder logic was chosen due to its resemblance with the schematics 
used earlier for relay based control. This in turn simplified the procedure of teaching the 
technicians the new control systems. Another big advantage in using the new systems 
compared to the physically much bigger relay control was the much more simplistic 
routine for upgrading hardware or software. 

1.4.2 PLC Controller based systems from a historical perspective, 
Development. 
The early PLC systems where simple limited units designed just to improve upon the 
relay based control. They were programmed using specific equipment and as PCs 
(Personal Computers) became more readily available the specific equipment started to 
be phased out while the programming was moved and could now be done on a standard 
PC. This in turn lead to a lot more advanced PLC units, able to handle multiple different 
types of programming language as well as different kind of “side” equipment such as 
HMI units for graphical visualization and interaction with the PLCs. Their overall 
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performance both in clock cycle speed as well as in reliability increased rapidly during 
the years from the first implementation to the late advanced models released today. 
With additional modules the PLC began being able to do much more than just replacing 
the relay control systems, taking on motion control, distributed control and networking 
tasks as well. 

1.4.3 PLC Controller based systems from a historical perspective, 
Today. 
PLC control based systems are now used in a variety of places in any type of 
manufacturing industry. Common uses today are pressure monitoring, motion control, 
servo based control and supplementary control to more advanced PC based procedures. 
During the later years the IPC has started to become a more common sight at the factory 
floors. This is a specifically designed PC to be able to handle the rough surroundings 
and high demands set for any type of electrical equipment in a factory environment. The 
early PCs where not equipped to handle the same kind of “background noise” and hence 
could not challenge the PLCs for use in areas with high levels of interference. The 
earlier PCs would also have a much shorter life expectancy than that of a PLC. The new 
IPCs are equipped to handle the same kind of environmental hazards that a PLC 
operates in and in recent years the price has decreased, the size has shrunk and fans are 
no longer required so today a modern IPC is real threat to the PLC dominance in the 
market of industrial control. This has also led to the emergency of the so called “soft 
PLC” where an IPC is equipped with software so that is can execute all the standard 
PLC languages from the IEC standard [3]. In parallel with the IPC we have also seen 
the appearance of standardized Ethernet based field busses like, for example, Profinet, 
Modbus TCP, Internet/IP and EtherCAT. This combination of a powerful IPC running 
one or several soft PLC applications connected to the process using distributed I/O 
(Input/Output) on standardized fieldbuses may prove to be a real challenge to the 
dominance of the PLCs in industrial control applications.   

1.4.4 Usage of PLCs in the ABB breaker factory 
As electronic equipment became smaller, faster and more efficient so did the PLC units, 
the earliest versions used in ABB is the bulky FX Series PLC units going all the way to 
newer more advanced modular PLC from the Q series. 

 In comparison the following pictures depict two PLC units preforming the same task 
(pressure monitoring) for two testing rooms, the first one shows a newer upgraded 
version from the Mitsubishi FX3 series and the second shows the earlier FX version. 
Both PLCs units feature the same amount of I/O on the base unit, however as can be 
seen in Figure 3 below, the older version had to be complemented with a modular AD 
converter which is integrated in the newer unit. 
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Figure 2 Typical Mitsubishi PLC installation in ABB Breaker factory 

 

 
Figure 3 Older Mitsubishi PLC unit in the ABB Factory requiring separate AD converter units 
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2 Methods 

The work followed the steps specified in the definition of the thesis work included in 
Enclosure 1, with study of different PLC types and gathering of information on all units 
and their location. 

To structure all information of all the available PLC systems obtained, a multipage 
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet was created. This was the first necessary step to be able to 
evaluate backup solutions for the entire plant.  

ABB breakers and ABB interrupters in Ludvika currently have 60 different PLC units 
installed in the factory with two brands dominating the spread, these are Mitsubishi and 
Siemens.  

The method for acquiring information revolves mostly around identifying were the PLC 
is located and collecting all necessary information regarding that unit, to be able to give 
accurate and targeted suggestions for specific units. 

2.1 Literature studies of PLC systems 

To research and acquire suitable level of knowledge to be able to properly judge the 
existing systems studies were made regarding PLC systems, both the book Styrteknik, 
Pneumatik och Grundläggande PLC [8]. Discussions and specific information 
regarding the current setup of PLCs were also provided by the representant from ABB 
Service. 

Manuals regarding specific PLC units and modules are also avaible free of charge from 
their respective manufacturer, and provide a necessary source of information regarding 
PLC units. 

2.2 Survey of all installed PLC systems 

Discussions were had with different production engineers to find all accessible PLC 
systems at the factory, different production technicians were responsible for different 
parts of the factory floor (mostly divided into different production lines) and as the 
work went on more and more PLC units were added. It should be noted that it is easy to 
forget just how many electronic devices such as PLCs exist on a “standard factory”, 
simple due to the life expectancy of such devices [7]. In total ABB breakers have 60 
PLC units. 

Unit type, appurtenant modules, power supply and other type of bigger modules are 
filled into the excel sheet. Smaller relays, wiring and accessories (terminal blocks, fuses 
etc.) were ignored simply due to the abundance and interchangeability of such devices. 
It must be noted that Power supplies are generally very interchangeable between 
different brands of both the PLC and the Power supply itself because of the extensive 
standardization on 24V power rails, but since the power modules are such big units and 
an essential part of the entire system they are noted and documented. Extra attention is 
put on Wi-Fi modules and the availability of preinstalled equipment such as routers for 
potential pilot-projects. All modules and PLCs are accounted for except one set located 
in a hard to reach area, this is not a PLC but modules on a separate Siemens rail. 
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2.2.1 ABB Service 
Discussions with ABB Service personnel yielded doubt as to the possibility of a backup 
system even being plausible, this was in regard to the specific software that is needed to 
be able to interact with a manufacturer of a certain type of PLC.  

Siemens seemed to have less restrictions on what can and cannot be done and seemed 
easier overall to interact with. The issue seemed to be the actual downloading of the 
software and the overall idea was met with some skepticism. Access to Service data 
structure where all electronically logged information was being kept was granted to give 
an idea of what systems that were currently covered by service arrangements.  

I also proposed the possibility to “borrow” one PLC unit to experiment with back-up 
solutions on, but this was turned down since even if the units were owned by 
HV Breakers the management at the Service group was responsible for managing the 
units and with no prior knowledge in programming PLC units specifically this 
suggestions to experiment on them was rejected. Attempts to procure a PLC of 
reasonably similar complexity level turned out to be very expensive and hence the idea 
of test programing had to be abandoned. 

2.2.2 Existing listings 
A smaller, not fully updated and far from complete list had already been started to be 
develop by Service. This list served as the foundation for identifying relevant 
information from all systems as well as helping in the learning process of how to 
identify various differences in the specific PLCs. This basic foundation of a list was 
made by one of the technicians responsible for delegating tasks and overall workflow of 
ABB breakers service department for electronic equipment. 

2.2.3 Existing backup list at Service network‐drive 
After a complete excel sheet had been made with all actual PLC systems accounted for 
comparison to existing file structure at Service could be made. 

The focus for comparing is put on the relevant subjects regarding PLC units and under 
the software catalogue there are three different sub catalogues, Drive units, HMI, and 
PLC. In these catalogue any existing software and updated software is catalogued with 
date and comments regarding changes made. This gave a clear view of what code ABB 
Service had access to and hence it was possible to see what units they could quickly 
respond to and fix in case of failing hardware. PLC units are to some degree kept in 
stock as spares, but my request to see specific ABB Breakers hardware was denied. 
Approximately 50% of existing systems where covered with code available for quick 
restore ability. Adding the systems that existed in the structure, but lacking code would 
bring this number up to about 75%. This still yielded a 25% none- covered PLC units at 
the factory floor. Or in numbers 15 specific cases that had to be looked at one by one 
and discussed with the respective production technician for specific questions regarding 
for example the manufacturers’ warrantees etc. A separate sheet in the excel database 
were developed to cover the specific cases and their respective comments from 
technicians and this will be handed to ABB for consideration and appropriate solutions 
with comments regarding suggestions. Even without the developer tools to experiment 
with programing it’s possible to identify if the code is written in an older developer tool 
by identifying when the project was saved. 
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2.2.4 Management and IT department 
Discussions and meetings were arranged with Management and the IT department 
regarding the System specification. To make sure that all the headings used in it was 
relevant and useful and that they matched ABB standards and that the uniformity and 
look of the specification was satisfying. Regular scheduled meetings proved very 
valuable and provided a good opportunity to vent ideas and discuss these.  

The main issue and concern for ABB Breakers turned out to be a desire to automate the 
procedure of software backup, to be able to eliminate any risk for human errors which is 
a very real risk with the currently used procedure with manual organization and control 
of the software source code. 

2.3 Short description of workflow in the ABB Switchgear workshop 

The PLC units in ABB Breakers are not operating in solitude, but instead they are parts 
of a complex and intricate production and test system. This means that if some units fail 
they may disrupt much larger parts of the factory and its operation. This section looks at 
the overall workflow that the PLCs are part of and applies some basic reliability 
discussions from the system viewpoint. This work was done in response to the 
requirement in the thesis definition to characterize the different PLC units according to 
their importance for the production and thus the respective urgency to provide an 
automated back-up solution for different PLCs.  

2.3.1 Workflow diagram 
To get an overview of the factory from a production system perspective, workflow 
diagrams has been created for some more important areas, namely the Interrupters, the 
LTB workshop (Live Tank Breakers, lower voltage range types from ABB) and the 
HPL workshop (Higher voltage type live tank breakers from ABB). To develop and 
understand these workflow diagrams assume a good understanding of the productions 
environment at ABB Breakers. As the information was deemed strictly proprietary by 
ABB only generic names for the different stations can be used in this report, which 
makes the understanding of the diagrams even more difficult. A version with 
appropriate names was separately supplied to ABB. From these workflow diagrams 
RBDs (reliability block diagrams) was developed and these could then be used to 
perform some basic availability reliability calculations to determine, which PLC units 
are most critical for continuous operation of the factory and thus have the most urgent 
need for good back-up solutions.  

To illustrate the method in this report Figure 4 shows the workflow for one factory 
section called section A in this report. Figure 5 shows the workflow for what is called 
factory section B, and Figure 6 for factory the section called C. 
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Figure 4 Workflow for the factory section A 

 
Figure 5 Workflow for factory section B 
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Figure 6 Workflow for factory section C 

 

Actual MTBF (Mean Time Between Failures) numbers for PLCs are very difficult to 
obtain, but one recent source [7] at least cites up to 30 years lifetime for modern PLCs. 
Lifetime cannot be directly associated with MTBF, but just to be able to perform some 
comparative calculations in this report a guessed MTBF value of 10 years for PLC 
including their respective power supply didn’t seem totally unrealistic. This can easily 
be substituted for better founded values if such are available. For the sake of simplicity 
all type of failures are lumped together (execution and hardware failures). The numbers 
for MTTR (Mean Time To Repair) are estimated and the calculation is made as an 
example and guideline to provide the possibility to measure and perform more accurate 
calculations in the future. 

MTBF of 10 years equals 87 600 hours  

And as      

λ ≈ 11.4 10-6. [failures per hour] 

MTTR for devices with local support (ABB Service) is estimated to 1 hour 

Repair time r = MTTR + time for appearance  

Assume MTTR = 1 h 

Time for appearance = 1 h (when serviced by ABB Service) 

Time for appearance = 3-16 h  (when serviced by external 
company) 
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For simplicity we initially assume that all PLC have the same i = λ, but the equations 
are written so this can be substituted with better values if more information is available 
later. 

As an example an RBD for the factory section B production is shown in Figure 7. 
 

 
Figure 7 RBD for the PLC installation in factory section B, product type a 

As the PLC units can be repaired when failed it is more convenient to make reliability 
calculations using availability A instead of λ as shown in equation [1]. The formulas 
used are obtained from [9] 

 
 

1

1
1

1
 

 

[1]

 

Using availability with an RBD you can express the availability of N series connected 
blocks (Asysser) as shown in equation [2]. 

 
 

 

[2]

 

For N redundant parallel blocks assuming one functioning block is sufficient for 
continued operation Asyspar can be obtained from equation [3]. 

 
1 1  [3]

 

In the RBD for the factory section B  production line one can first observe that the 
receiving (“arriving”) block can easily be bypassed by using a manual forklift instead 
so that block is excluded from the calculation below. Thus the availability for the total 
system AectBtypa for the RBD of the factory section B production line using the A factors 
obtained form the λ values from Figure 7 can be calculated as follows. 
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1 1 1 1 1 1    
  0.99986303.  As all the Ax terms are very close to 1.0 it is obvious that the (1-Ax)3 

and (1-Ax)5 becomes very small and only the serial connected blocks have any 
significant influence on the result as long as the MTBF numbers are reasonably high 
and the repair times short. If other situations should be present those values can be 
entered. 

The conclusion is that it is most important to make sure that the serial connected items 
in the RBD have secured hardware spares available and are easy to repair. 
 

 
Figure 8 RBD for the PLC installation in factory section B product type b 

Using the same method the RBD for the PLC availability for factory B section that 
deals with type b products are shown in Figure 8, and using equation [1] and equation 
[2] the availability for the total system AsectBtypb for the RBD of the factory section B 
production line can be calculated as  1 1 1
1     0.99981737  

2.4 Evaluation of different backup solutions 

Backup is needed in two different ways, software and hardware. Both are needed to be 
able to safely and reliably handle any kinds of potential errors that otherwise risk to halt 
the production and cause long and costly stops. This leads to two distinctly different 
types of solutions needed to make sure an overall factory system is safe. 

First the latest software needs to be easily available for quick boots in case of any type 
of software failure (such as running out of battery supplies for memory retention).  

Hardware such as spare PLC units needs to be kept for critical processes in the 
workshop. However this needs to be balanced compared to the cost of keeping units in 
stock. This cost can be drastically reduced by keeping the factory as uniform with 
regards to the choice of PLCs as possible. Keeping one or at a maximum two units per 
twenty would easily make sure that anything spare from a very unlucky series of events 
would be covered by a spare unit ready to be loaded by the latest source code.  

Software backup in its current situation relies on that any “on the fly” changes being 
done by the technician at site on the factory floor are later being transferred to the 
common network drive. This was as mentioned a major request to try and see how any 
type of automated control and download of the code could be done to minimize the 
chance for human error. 
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What follows are two ways to make sure that the latest type of code loaded on the PLC 
is available at a specific location.  

The most common and “crudest” way to do backup is to make a raw dump of software 
for safekeeping. A continuous repeating procedure where the code is loaded onto a 
designated drive and kept there until there is a need for a quick reboot with the source 
code is needed. Any case of backup from most brands of PLC will require the use of the 
manufacturer (mnf) tools. At first a connection is established via the Mnf tools to the 
target for the backup, followed by the download of the running software from the PLC 
to a targeted drive where the safety backup is stored. (This would be a designated drive 
suited for easy access by the authorized personnel). I refer to this as Back-up type 1 and 
this is illustrated in Figure 9, this is what commonly thought of when someone refers to 
the word “backup”. 

Step by step description of back-up type 1: 

 The PC to PLC connection is established 
 Using the manufacturer tools the program is downloaded and saved in a suitable 

place for easy access in case there is a need for a quick emergency recover 
procedure. 

 

 
Figure 9 Back up type 1 

Type 1 advantages: 

 Simplicity: 
The software only needs to automate the upload of the code on a time scheduled 
regular basis 

 History: 
Several revisions of older code can be stored and saved at specified location. 
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Type 1 disadvantages: 

 Code will be saved in its raw format, allowing the possibility to load the PLC in 
case of emergency, but this code cannot be read and do not contain any 
comments or assistance for understanding or fault tracing. 

 Continuous saving will take up space, this can be helped by limiting the amount 
of older revisions that can be saved but can in turn lead to problems regarding 
errors that do not surface for an extended period of time. 

 Error notification on differences will normally not be detected. 
 
A second way to achieve a safe way to keep software is by using the built in compare 
function in the mnf tools. At first connection is established via the mnf tools to the 
target for the backup followed by a comparison of the code stored in the PLC to a 
designated file set to be the latest code version. If they match then there is already a 
stored copy (the designated file) and there is no need to save software again. If they 
don´t match suitable action can be taken. 

I have called this second type of backup solution type 2 and it is depicted in Error! 
Reference source not found.. It shows the usage of the manufacturer tools (in the 
picture named “Mnf tools” for short) built in functions to compare a program inside a 
PLC to a program loaded in the Manufacturer tools. 

Step by step description of back-up type 2: 

 The PC to PLC connection is established. 
 When the program that is designated as latest and current version is loaded to 

the PLC, a copy of the source code is also loaded into the file storage together 
with the loaded software. 

 Using the built in compare function the program inside the PLC is compared to 
the program in loaded in the Manufacturer tools. 

1. If they match there is no need to save another copy of existing code. 
2. If they don’t match, the code can be saved and notifications can be sent 

to responsible individuals who can then investigate the issue. 
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Figure 10 Back up type 2 

Type 2 advantages: 
 A change of code will immediately be detected and can be alarmed. 
 Less disk space on network disk as no new copy is saved as long as the 

comparison indicates a match.  

Type 2 disadvantages: 
 More complexity as it requires more involvement with the manufacturer tools 

and will make the overall system for the back-up more complex. 

Both solutions for backup require some type of module to be implemented with the 
manufacturer software. This is critical and unfortunately it also is the major 
complication for any kind of solution to work. For example the typical type of software 
called GXIEC (GX developer) which is used to program and load all newer Mitsubishi 
PLC units available at ABB breakers is in its basic state license locked, and very 
difficult to automate as it requires human interaction in several steps. 

In the current state programmers from the administration saves the latest version with 
date in the designated folder. This is still needed in both cases and will still open up for 
human error in the procedures. However implementing any of the two suggested 
solutions would provide a second layer of protection for ABB breakers. 

Thus a general solution to the back-up is difficult as it has to work with many different 
brands of PLCs and their respective engineering tools and some steps are difficult to 
automate. However there are a few software companies that has a solution to this 
problem for example MDT software [10].  
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2.5 Alarms 

The type of alarm that can be used is not discussed in depth in this report as it will come 
down to what is offered at the time of procurement from the company offering the 
solution. However this could range from E-mails to SMS depending on what seems to 
be a more suitable for the persons responsible for problem solving. 

2.6 Alarm generation for type 1 and type 2 back-up solutions 

For both types of backup there is a need to contact necessary personnel when no 
connection can be established to the unit being supervised. 

For type 2 there is also a need to alarm when the uploaded program differs from the 
stored version.  

Figure 11 shows a flowchart for a principal supervision of a type 1 back-up solution. 

The important aspect of this supervision is to detect if the supervising PC cannot 
connect to the PLC. As there are several situations when the PLC may be unavailable 
for natural reasons, such as an intermittent power supply outage, a loop that guarantees 
at least 2 attempts with a delay of 1/10th of the back-up cycle (x) is included before an 
alarm is generated. 

 
Figure 11 Flow chart for alarm generation type 1 

Figure 12 shows a flowchart for a principal supervision of a type 2 back-up solution. 

Just as for type 1 this function detects if the supervising PC cannot connect to the PLC 
and the same type of delay and reattempt is used. 

In addition this supervision compares the uploaded program to the stored version and if 
they are equal goes to sleep until the next scheduled back-up cycle. If a mismatch is 
detected one additional upload is tried and if there is still a mismatch the alarm is 
generated. 
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Figure 12 Flow chart for alarm generation type 2 

2.7 Preparation of the system procurement specification  

The main result from this thesis work for ABB was to prepare a good system 
specification for procurement of a back-up solution. To prepare this required a study 
and evaluation of the different types of PLCs currently in use, going through data sheets 
and manuals and learn about the different types of machines equipped with PLC 
systems.  

It also required gathering of information and grouping of the different brands and 
different types of PLCs to see where and how it would be possible and most suitable to 
incorporate an automated backup. With regards to things such as impact of unit failures, 
economy and accessibility.  

By using this knowledge create a system specification usable for procurement of a 
backup solution.  

Studying previously made specifications for similar purchases of machinery and 
systems and adjusting the requirements to be able to adhere to the applicable ABB 
standards for system specifications. 
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3 Results 

The results of the thesis work are described in this section and closely matches what 
was planned in the thesis specification included as Enclosure 1 and summarized below. 

 Study the different PLC types and models used by ABB Breakers by collecting 
and studying datasheets, manuals and other documentation. 

 Analyze and structure the applications where PLCs are used and categorize the 
back-up requirements for these type of applications 

 Using the material above prepare a requirement specification for a back-up 
solution in such a way that this specification can be used as a procurement 
specification for suppliers to prepare a quotation. 

Initially the assumption was that there should be around 15 different PLC installations 
but it turned out to be more close to 60. This increased the effort substantially, but the 
initial target was still achieved. The results for the three tasks are reported under the 
subheadings 3.1-3.3 below. 

3.1 PLC types used by ABB Breakers 

All sections of the Breaker workshop was investigated and all PLC units was identified 
by type and inventory numbers and the installations were photographed. This 
information was collected and entered into an extensive Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. 
As the number of PLC turned out to be much larger than originally planned, the Excel 
sheet also grew to be quite big. 

Therefore I decided to prepare an interactive map and as a navigational aid for future 
users. For this I wrote Visual Basic macros that made the map “clickable” so that each 
PLC installation could be easily found from its physical location and the relevant 
information appeared in a pop-up window. 

This Excel sheet is handed over to ABB, but unfortunately the information was 
considered proprietary and I was not allowed to include it with this thesis report. 

3.1.1 Interactive layout with PLC system information 
Adding an interactive map to the excel sheet became something that would prove useful 
for being able to make accurate assessments, it also provides a simple, easy to use 
interface for someone who does not want to go over the entire list containing all 
modules, but just want to get a basic idea of one specific part of the factory and its PLC 
units.  

To avoid revealing sensitive information what follows is an obfuscated version of the 
interactive layout as shown in Figure 13. Clicking a button (that is positioned correctly 
on a layout of the factory floor in the non-obfuscated version) gives basic information 
of the specific PLC as shown in Figure 14. Figure 15 shows an example of a close upi 
view for one Mitsubishi PLC. Groups are created to avoid cluttering and adding new 
units or groups is designed to be as simple and easy to use as possible for someone with 
no programing experience, details about this is passed to ABB in a side document. 
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Figure 13 First page of the interactive Excel summary of all PLCs 

 

 
Figure 14 Example of pop up window with PLC details 
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Figure 15 close up view of pop up window 

3.1.2 Coding description for the Interactive Layout  
As a side document for ABB a simple guide on how to add and use the interactive map 
is supplied. Further comments regarding code is supplied as comments on the respective 
line, this supplied guide is included as Enclosure 3 (in Swedish) and is prepared to 
allow the use of the interactive Excel documentation without requiring prior knowledge 
in programming using Visual Basic. 

3.1.3 Summary of PLC usage in ABB Switchgear 

3.1.3.1 Gradual introduction of PLCs  

Due to that the life expectancy of a PLC unit being so long, stated by one source to be 
up to 30 years [7], it becomes quickly apparent that any factory that has been around for 
many years is due to have several different generations of PLC units installed.  

ABB breakers had 60 different units divided into 29 different types (this includes 2 IPC 
units), with mostly two big manufacturers dominating the spread.  

As the gradual introduction of systems spanning several decades and the longevity of 
said system it is obvious that there would be several older systems that needed to be 
looked at. Even if an old system is working flawlessly there is a distinct need to look at 
them due to that the manufacturers continuously releasing newer, better units and the 
constantly shrinking number of older systems that are available for replacement. With a 
finite supply of systems available for purchase this naturally also leads to the prices 
going up over time as the supply gets more limited. 

Another and perhaps bigger reason to look at the old systems is the technological 
advancements being made in the communication between PC and PLC. 
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An older system might work satisfactory and then there might not be any urgent need to 
upgrade to a “better” system (faster/more memory etc.). The older PLC units might use 
COM-port standard for communication. This is a standard that is going away more and 
more and as most new computers are delivered without this type of communications 
port physically available, it requires the use of USB-COM converters. This type of 
converter, while theoretically providing the needed media to be able to communicate 
with the necessary units, is a growing area of concern and a source for malfunctions. 
This is concern is also discussed in section 4 of this document. 

3.1.3.2 Merging of workshops from different locations 

In December of 2012 ABB interrupters factory located in Grängesberg was moved to 
the same location as the breaker factory. This introduced 15 new PLC units that had 
been under the same administration, but that had evolved along a different path from the 
others. 

ABB Interrupters deals with heavier type of machinery and this leads to more advanced 
PLC units and seems to favor more Siemens type PLCs.  

3.1.3.3 Distribution of different PLC systems (Types) 

For ABB the Mitsubishi PLCs from the FX or the Q series are most commonly used, 
followed by the Siemens S7 series. All of these types are from the newest of the series 
and are currently supported fully by their respective manufacturer. Hence there is no 
direct need for any type of suggestion regarding upgrade of these specific units. 
Recommendations for older types can be found in detail in Enclosure 4. 

Mitsubishi holds 65% of the PLC units at the breaker facility while Siemens is second 
with about 25%, this leaves the remaining 10% of PLC units from other manufacturers 
as clearly illustrated in Figure 16. 

In general when suggesting improvements keeping to the specific manufacturer will 
ease the transition as parts and code can sometimes be reused by a newer unit in the 
same family. 
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3.1.3.4 HMI systems 

There are several different types of HMI systems at ABB Breakers, going from HMI 
loaded on a computer running via an LCD monitor, to simple alphanumeric displays. As 
the PLC unit is the main subject for this work, the HMI units is left a bit to the side and 
a suggestions list for HMI, similar to what is done in Enclosure 4, will be handed to 
ABB separately. 

3.1.3.5 Types of PLC used 

It’s not only the manufacturer of the PLC that matters. Each manufacturer also has 
several different types and then the picture of the installed base get more complex as 
illustrated in Figure 17. 

ABB Service is a regular participant when any new major machinery is to be purchased, 
however generalizing a bit one could say that the more complex the procedure, the more 
expensive the purchase, and the less any other factors than economy are taken into 
account, this in turn leads to the manufacturer of such machinery having the final say on 
what kind of PLC is to be used in the installation, since changing the PLC unit would 
without doubt escalate the price for the whole system installation.  

When ABB Service is responsible the PLCs mostly Mitsubishi are selected. The 
Mitsubishi FX series provides a robust simple and reliable design suitable for smaller 
installations.  

Another commonly used series is the Q series from Mitsubishi. This provides a fully 
modular and hence fully customizable solution to work for midrange advanced 
solutions.  

Mitsubishi
65%

Siemens
25%

Omron
2%

Crouzet
3%

Festo
3%

Rexroth
2%

Spread of PLC units
by Manufacturer
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Figure 16 Spread of PLC units by Manufacturer
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As for the more advanced systems they are usually bought complete from a system 
supplier, and they seem to heavily favor Siemens.  

In Enclosure 4 a detailed analysis of all PLC types is made together with 
recommendations for upgrades. 

3.2 Structure and back-up requirements 

To structure the different PLC implementations I studied the workflow in the different 
areas of the workshop and prepared workflow diagrams and their respective RBD 
diagrams as described in section 2.3.  

3.2.1 Critical vs non critical systems 
From the RBD diagrams and calculations it is obvious that the critical PLC system are 
those that appear as serial blocks in the RBD and therefore this is where efforts to 
improve back-up solutions and simplify (speed up) maintenance should be concentrated. 
This information has been entered in the observation section for each PLC type in 
Enclosure 4 and I recommend that that this information is used when selecting what 
PLCs to include in an automated back-up solution if it is decided to make only a partial 
back-up solution.   
The location of a PLC in a RBD diagram should also be considered when looking at and 
making decisions for refurbishment of old PLC units, because if such a critical unit fails 
in the future when spare parts have become obsolete it might have a really large impact 
on the output of the factory line. 

3.3 System specification to be used for procurement of a backup solution 

The main result from this thesis work for ABB was the preparation of a system 
specification that could be used for procurement of a complete back-up solution from an 

Figure 17 Spread of PLC units by type 
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external provider. Therefore considerable efforts was spent in preparation of this 
specification which is included as Enclosure 2.  

The systems specification is created with the intent of being possible to send to several 
different suppliers or potential suppliers of the automated solutions. It is created 
following the applicable ABB standards and the specific directions I got from the 
different departments. As only Swedish suppliers were to be considered the 
specification is written in Swedish.  

3.3.1 Pilot project 
In the system specification I have suggested to try a smaller pilot project for an 
automated backup solution, this is made to limit the risks of employing a large scale 
back-up solution that potentially could interfere with a whole factory section and cause 
considerable disturbances to the production. I have also suggested to focus on only a 
few models of PLC and HMI to start with to be able to keep the complexity down while 
dealing with and ironing out potential teething problems. 

Installing the first system on a smaller part of the workshop gives a number of 
advantages such as: 

 Switch and Ethernet modules already installed for all 9 PLC units in the LTB 
workshop, while Ethernet modules installed for all at HPL. 

 Possibility to focus on trying out the software, making sure that it behaves and 
works like it was intended too. Restricted to only having to interact with GXIEC 
(Mitsubishi manufacturer tools for programing). 

 Using a section where there are several parallel stations that performs the same 
task limits the risk that teething problems in the back-up system can stop the 
whole production line. 

 Testing configuration features FX3U and Q series PLC and will eventually spill 
over to more of these specific types of PLCs already installed in the factory. 

 A shorter Wi-Fi test (attenuation) to the PIR (pre insertion resistor) station, to 
measure speed and give valuable insight in the Wi-Fi approach. 

3.3.2 The need for a separate network 
To be able to reliably keep a wireless network with PLC units attached there is a need to 
invest in a second network. The ABB internal network is administrated by IBM and this 
puts certain demands on anything that is will be allowed to be connected directly to the 
net. Demands such as up-to-date software and virus scanning programs etc. However 
this will cause problems if every single PLC unit is connected by Ethernet directly to 
the network. An simpler and better solution would be to implement a management PC 
that acts as a gateway to the ABB network. This PC would be the only connection to the 
main network and to the designated network for backup. This way one PC could be kept 
up to date with the IBM software and with all the manufacturer software versions that 
need to be loaded to be able to interact with the different PLC units. 

The reason to recommend a wireless network is solely that the complexity of installing 
a new wired network in an existing and running factory is deemed to be prohibitive. 
Also this type of back-up network do not have to have the highest availability as it is not 
used for any real time communication and shorter disruptions will not have any impact 
on the production flow.  
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3.4 Targets for the thesis work 

With these results I feel that the targets with this theses work for ABB has been 
accomplished as described in Enclosure 1, namely a survey and classification of PLC 
systems used in the breaker factory and a system specification that can be used for 
procurement of a back-up solution (Enclosure 2). 

In the process the targets for the student has also been met, learning about PLC systems 
and training in weighing different requirement and structure information into producing 
a useable system specification.  
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4 Discussion 

Overall the targets for ABB has been accomplished as described in Enclosure 1, namely 
providing a system specification for ABB Breakers that can be used in a possible 
procurement of a backup solution. I have also gathered and organized all available 
information regarding the PLC systems that is on the factory floor in an easy to use and 
effective Microsoft Excel file. Based on this and my going through the entire setup of 
PLC I have tried to make appropriate suggestions on recommended actions classified in 
what is urgent and what is not urgent, if it’s not mentioned in considerations and 
recommendations for improvement in Enclosure 4 then the specific unit is in a 
satisfactory state. 

The number of PLCs in ABB breaker turned out to be much higher than originally 
anticipated. From an original guess of 15 units the investigation discovered 60 units. In 
hindsight 15 might have been an uninformed guess, and it was quite obvious that there 
would be more as soon as I started, however it turned out to be a lot more!  
When performing the investigations in the workshop I took great care to really 
minimize the disturbances to the production as I know firsthand how stressful it can be 
in the workshop during the summer period.  

4.1 Discoveries during the work 

4.1.1 Existing backup solutions 
Initially I had been under the impression that there would not be much of a backup 
solution existing at all, but during the research phase I uncovered that there were 
solutions in operation in some departments, but the knowledge was not well 
communicated over the entire organization. Both hardware and software had some type 
of safety features in place, even if it was solely based on human interaction. During my 
time at ABB breakers I managed to gather information about a few of the replaced PLC 
units that happened to have been changed during my work session there, this is the 
foundation of a spare parts list in the excel document, since I was not able to get any 
hardware spare parts list from Service. This is an area where I would strongly advise 
ABB Breakers to request this information from ABB Service and to make sure there is a 
list constantly being updated.1 There might be changes in workforce, changes in 
localization or other such events taking part due to the change of ownership. 

4.1.2 Going towards an automated backup solution. 
To be able to create a fully functioning automatic backup solution I would strongly 
suggest following what I suggest in the System specification, a pilot project involving 
only around a few selected objects that exists in parallel. This will keep any kind of 
problems from having a too big impact on the factory floor. However even after such a 
pilot installation has been made and evaluated, there are certain things to keep in mind.  

4.1.2.1 Replacements not suitable for backup solutions 

Consider acquiring Ethernet modules where needed (as can be found in the excel 
document) for newer units, the Mitsubishi FX3/Q series and Simatic S7 series. I would 
                                                 
1 A press release from 2014-08-20 indicates that ABB Service will be sold to Nordic Captial, which 
makes this advice even more pertinent 
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strongly advise against rebuilding or adding modules to older PLCs than these. And 
instead focus on making sure future installations are then compatible with the backup 
solution. 

4.1.3 RBD reliability calculation. 
The RBD calculations made earlier in this document might seem trivial, however they 
are made as an example to show how this type of reliability assessment can be made for 
more complex systems. With more information available this can be expanded to suit all 
kinds of electronic or mechanical equipment. Also the workflow drawings is a good 
way to get a grasp of the structure of the production equipment from a systems 
perspective. This lead me to think that it could be of interest to show how the RBD 
analysis is done, even if only done for two different “lines” and even if its results (due 
to very high life expectancy and fast repair times assumed here) turns out to be quite 
obvious. This type of calculation can easily be made more detailed if for example 3 out 
of five of the redundant workstations are needed.  

The most important improvement would be to get statistical data for the reliability of 
PLCs and power supplies and use such information in these type of calculations. That 
could, for example, give guidance if the right type of PLCs are used for the critical 
operations or if some areas would benefit from redundant power supplies or if they 
should be complemented with battery units (a common additional feature of many 
power supplies these days). 

To be able to collect enough data for relevant statistic conclusion would require a wider 
base of installations than ABB Breakers have, but here an idea is that ABB Service, that 
perform maintenance in many of ABBs workshops, could have collect and organize that 
type of statistical data. 

4.2 Future work 

Some suggestions for future work: 

It would be valuable to perform a similar survey of PLC units like this on other 
ABB companies that are serviced by the same Service department as this could 
give a good indication of exactly what units need to be kept as hardware backup 
for the entire organization. This could prove very useful for saving both in initial 
purchases and cost and space to keep the spares.  

Also the installations treated in Enclosure 4 (page 20) are very special. Going over 
what kind of information is available regarding these specific units could make a 
good thesis work for someone. There is original fully documented code, and a few 
later version available, however some upgrades have failed to be documented. 
And hence documenting the actual code could be done by hand and going through 
all new routines could prove a meaningful and interesting work and also 
something very much needed for ABB. 

I would also strongly advice for allowing the possibility of using spare PLC units 
as testing and educational units. This would allow for inexperienced PLC 
programing people (myself included) to be able to learn and experiment, and 
would have made it possible to better understand and define the best kind of back-
up solution. 
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6 Enclosures 

This section includes some of the actual results prepared for ABB breakers and as much 
of the work was concentrated to prepare these results some of them are included in the 
thesis report. 

Enclosure 1:   Thesis work description (in Swedish) 

Enclosure 2:   System specification for procurement (in Swedish) 

Enclosure 3:   Commented code for the interactive mapping as well as other 

useful macros used to enhance the excel document. 

Enclosure 4:   Survey of the installed PLCs in ABB Breakers, analysis of 

the back-up situation and recommendations for the future 
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Bakgrund 
ABB:s Brytaravdelning i Ludvika utvecklar, tillverkar och provar högspänningsbrytare för 
72 kV till 800kV. 

I processerna för tillverkning och provning används ett flertal PLC system för olika 
automationsfunktioner. Dessa har installerats och programmerats under en lång tidsperiod så 
de representerar ett flertal olika typer och modeller. För att säkerställa framtida funktion 
önskar företaget implementera ett system för säker backup hantering av de olika PLC 
systemens program och konfigurationer. 

ABB önskar därför få fram en specifikation som möjliggör upphandling av ett sådant 
backupsystem. På grund av den stora floran av PLC system och deras olika 
användningsområden kan det också visa sig olämpligt eller omöjligt att täcka alla system 
med en enda backup lösning.  

Uppgift 
 Studera de olika PLC fabrikat och modeller som används av ABB brytaravdelningen

genom att samla in och gå igenom datablad, manualer och annan dokumentation.

 Analysera och systematisera de applikationer där PLC:er används och kategorisera
backup kraven för dessa typer av applikationer

 Med ovanstående bakgrundsmaterial framställa kravspecifikationer för backup
lösningar på ett sådant sätt att dessa specifikationer kan fungera som
upphandlingsunderlag gentemot leverantörer av sådana system

Mål för teknologen 
 Lära sig mer om PLCer och deras användning i styrtillämpningar inom industrin

 Träna att väga samman olika krav runt backup system såsom: användaraspekter,
säkerhet och ekonomi

 Praktisera att skriva kravspecifikationer för automations lösningar som är användbara
i en upphandlings situation

Mål för ABB 
 Få en genomgång och klassificering av de olika PLC användningarna inom

automatiseringen av brytartillverkning och provning

 Få fram kravspecifikationer som kan användas vid upphandlingar av backup system
för dessa PLC system

Anpassning av uppgiften 
Eftersom det finns ett femtontal olika PLC tillämpningar inom brytartillverkningen och 
provningen måste teknologen och ABB efter en första översiktlig genomgång komma 
överens om vilka som är viktigast att hantera för att ABB skall få största nyttan av resultatet. 
Förhoppningsvis hinner man täcka alla tillämpningarna, men skulle det visa sig att för stort 
för ett rimligt examensarbete får man tillsammans göra en lämplig prioritering. 

Enclosure 1



Johan Björklund    IngOnline 
831006‐7114 

Kontaktinformation 
För mer information kontakta Karin Berntsson ABB AB 0240-78 20 00 (vx)  

karin.berntsson@se.abb.com 

 

 

Mer information om ABBs brytarverksamhet och produkter finns på 
http://www.abb.se/product/se/9AAC710003.aspx?country=SE 
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1.UPPDRAG 
  
Offerera ett system som ger ABBs brytarverkstad ett heltäckande versionskontroll och automatiserat 
”backup” system för PLC1 och HMI2 (hädanefter benämnt som bara PLC) systemen i brytarverkstadens 
verkstad. Detta för att säkerhetsställa att den nyaste versionen av mjukvara finns laddad på PLC och HMI 
systemen, samt att denna enkelt finns att tillgå vid incidenter eller haverier. 

Det som efterfrågas är alltså ett system som säkrar ABBs verkstadssystem nu och även fungerar för 
framtida uppgraderingar eller installationer. 

På grund av den nätverksstruktur och ansvarsfördelning som råder inom enheten förutses ett system med 
en central industriPC med ”router” funktionalitet som är kopplad till alla PLCer kopplade i ett lokalt nätverk. 
Pga den fysiska utlokaliseringen av PLC systemen förutses att de flesta av dessa kopplas till ett lokalt 
trådlöst nätverk. Den centrala PCn skall kunna hantera backup systemet, men den skall också kunna 
anslutas till ABBs centrala nätverk med de krav detta ställer.  

Backupdelen skall genomföra regelbunden och planlagd backup av den senaste programvaran som finns 
laddad i enheterna och lagra denna för att säkerhetsställa att denna går snabbt att nå i händelse av 
haverier. Oberoende av om ett potentiellt haveri är av mjukvara eller hårdvaru karaktär så skall den senaste 
korrekta versionen av mjukvaran enkelt vara tillgänglig  och kunna användas för att minimera avbrottstiden. 

Den laddade programvaran skall jämföras mot den senaste programvaran som tekniker har justerat och 
sparat som aktuell version, detta för att säkerhetsställa att den programvaran som används i systemen alltid 
är av den senaste revisonen och stämmer med den lagrade back-up kopian. 

Även en möjlighet att upptäcka vad som skiljer de två versionerna från varandra är önskvärt, för att på så 
sätt enkelt kunna se vad som ändrats i olika revisoner och följa utveckling och skillnader från första till sista 
revisonen. Målet är att garantera att den programvara som används i verkstaden är den senaste revisionen 
samt den som också finns sparad och markerad som senaste revisionen. Detta för att undvika alla typer av 
mänskliga fel vid revisionshantering och laddning vid schemalagda underhåll eller direkta haverier. 

Systemet offereras antingen komplett (Rubrik 13.) med alla rättigheter till både mjukvara och hårdvara 
tillhörande ABB, eller som licensbaserad lösning (rubrik 14.) för mjukvaran, detta skall framgå tydligt i 
offerten. 
 
 
2.OMFATTNING 

Alla relevanta PLC typer finns listade i sektion 17.  

Alla enheter är inte utrustade för möjlighet att ha någon form av nätverkskommunikation, vilket gör att de 
kan behöva kompletteras med sådan anslutningsmöjlighet, detta skall indikeras och ingå i offerten i 
förekommande fall. 

                                                 
1 Programmable Logic Controller 
2 Human Machine Interface 
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2.1 AVGRÄNSNINGAR 

 Äldre typer av PLC enheter som används hos ABB behöver inte ingå, (framgår av bilaga 1).  
 Relaterade drivenheter (”motor drives”) skall inte ingå.  

Den styrande datorn skall inte kunna påverka PLC enheterna på annat sätt än att hämta information 
från dessa. Någon form av nedladdning efterfrågas ej. 

  
   

3.SYSTEMPRESTANDA 

Inställbar automatisk jämförelse av PLC och HMI kod mot källkod efterfrågas, historik över ändringar och 
spårbarhet samt enkel och tydlig visning av efterfrågad information.  

Specificering av katalogstruktur för källkoder krävs för att bibehålla flexibilitet vid administrationsförändringar 
både rörande källkods definition och PLC, HMI enheter. 

Om framtida nya PLC enheter installeras skall dessa alltså enkelt kunna infogas i helheten och efter 
installation vara säkrade på önskat sätt. 

Hela systemet skall trådlöst (i vissa fall kanske trådbundet) kunna kommunicera med den styrande PCn 
utan att störa existerande internt nätverk eller utrustning. Detta skall  ske på ett separerat nätverk med 
huvuduppgift att kontrollera existerande PLC system. 

Kontakt med relevant personal vid larm får diskuteras vid ett möte mellan berörda parter beroende på vad 
som kan erbjudas. E-mail förslagsvis. 

Minimalt behov av interaktion är önskvärt så långt det går att nå. 
 
 
4.SAMMARBETE MELLAN LEVERANTÖR AV LÖSNING OCH EXISTERANDE 
LEVERANTÖRER 

Ett nära samarbete mellan alla inblandade parter krävs.  

För att se till att allt tas i drift med minimal påverkan på existerande produkter och produktion behövs ett 
nära samarbete mellan leverantören av backup systemet och existerande leverantörer eller administrerande 
personal för PLC enheter, samt involverade produktionstekniker eller annan personal från ABBs 
brytarverkstad. Om garanti fortfarande gäller för en produkt som innefattar en PLC enhet där systemet 
erfordras behöver leverantören av systemet själv ta kontakt för att säkerhetsställa att det levererade 
systemet för backup lösningen både vid installation och i drift inte påverkar garantilösningen för produkten. 
All relevant information måste vidarebefordras till ABB brytarverkstaden. 

Detta kan komma att gälla både externa leverantörer till ABB och det interna bolag som administrerar ABBs 
PLC enheter. 

Den PC som styr kontakten med ABBs nätverk och sköter all kommunikation och trafik över detta kommer 
behöva tillhandahållas och administreras av IBM som är ytterst administrativt ansvarig för ABBs interna 
nätverk.  
 
5.INSTALLATION 
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Offert för hårdvarumässig installation av PC (framtagen av IBM), WIFI baserat nätverk med eventuella 
sändarnoder och installation på existerande PLCer offereras separat. 

Vid installation av detaljer som påverkar driften skall dessa genomföras på tider som minimerar 
produktionsförlust för ABBs brytarverkstad. Dessa innefattar, men är ej begränsade till, den styrande kontroll 
PC:n, Wifi nät utrustning, nödvändiga moduler eller detaljer som t.ex. kabeldragning för installationen. 

Beroende på storlek och omfattning på utrustning i närhet till PLC enheter så kommer vissa skåp behöva 
byggas om. Detta sköts av ABB service efter granskning av behov. 
 

 
 
6.DELRESULTAT 

Delresultat skall efter överenskommelse med ABB göras för presentation under leveranstiden, dessa 
behöver vara. 

 Upplägg . 
 Systemstruktur och ”interface för utökade installerande av nya typer.” 
 Nätverksupplägg. 
 PC utrustning. 
 Diskussion om framtida utökad implementering. 

 
7.KRAV 

7.1 Hårdvara 

Datorsystem på ABB brytarverkstaden administreras och sköts av IBM och därför är det nödvändigt att 
kontroll PC:n specificeras i samarbete med IBM.. Denna dator är den delen av helheten som kommer att ha 
kontakt med ABBs övergripande interna nätverk. 

Systemet kommer att administreras av en IBM PC baserad på för tidpunkten senast aktuella Windows 
versionen samt alla nödvändiga säkerhetsuppdateringar och framtida sådana.  

Det trådlösa WIFI systemet skall inte störa existerande utrustning eller existerande nätverk på ABB 
brytarverkstaden. Det skall fungera till fullo i alla delar där PLC utrustning just nu existerar. 

Utrustning som routrar och switchar måste hålla hög kvalite och vara av en typ som är anpassad för 
industrimiljö. 

Hårdvara som installeras skall efter installationén inte störa existerande system. 

Det trådlösa nätverkemåste planeras och arrangeras för god signalstyrka för alla PLCer. 

All hårdvara som installeras skall naturligtvis följa alla relevanta lagar och förordningar för ABB/Sverige/EU. 
 
 
7.2 Mjukvara 

Systemet får på inget sätt skapa konflikter med den installerade koden eller ändra existerande rutiner för 
PLC/HMI systemen. Det skall användas som ett separat skydds och övervakningssystem som inte stör ut 
existerande system.  
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Kontakt med det företag som har handhar/äger koden kommer krävas för diskussion om implementation i 
det fallet det behövs. 

Stor vikt läggs vid enkelheten att integrera nya PLCer i systemet. Om detta är något som kan göras av 
tekniker på plats (servicetekniker tillsammans med produktionstekniker) eller om det kommer krävas 
assistans utifrån. 

All relevant data och datatrafik skall vara krypterad och största vikt ska läggas på att skydda alla systemen 
”innanför” kontroll PC:n. 

Den styrande datorn skall inte kunna påverka PLC enheter på annat sätt än att läsa ur informationen. M.a.o. 
skall den inte kunna programmera dom även om den eventuellt behöver utrustas med programvara som 
teoretiskt skulle kunna göra detta. 

 

7.3 Larm 

Nedan följer text beskrivning av det önskade larm systemet. 

Vid upprepade fel att extrahera kod från PLC enheter eller nätverks källkod skall relevanta larmsignaler 
genereras. 

Vid skillnader mellan koder skall den differerande koden sparas och lagras för felsökning. Vid upprepade fel 
skall detta informeras till berörd personal. 

Viss tidsfördröjning mellan båda dessa ovanstående fun ktioner och larmsignalen krävs för att eventuellt 
lokalt strömavbrott eller service med åtföljande nerstäningen av lokal utrustning skall kunna göras utan att 
larm för fel utlöses. 
 
 
 
 
  
 
8.LEVERANSTID 

Efter överenskommelse och inpassning i produktionsschemat, tidsplan skall redovisas och eventuella 
avvikelser rapporteras.  
 
9. LEVERABLER 

Dokumentation av hela systemet detta inkluderar men är inte begränsat till. 
 Fullständig dokumentation med El-schemor, beskrivningar mm. 
 Fullständig programdokumentation för framtida underhåll. 
 Lista över rekommenderade reservdelar med angivande av ca-pris och leverantörer. 
 Användarmanual 
 All dokumentation skall också levereras i redigerbart format för datoranvänding. 
 Service dokumentation skall ingå. (Se bilaga (2)) 
 Erforderlig utbildning av 1) servicetekniker (programvara) och 2) produktionstekniker (på plats i 

Ludvika) 
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10.OBLIGATORISKA OFFERTDOKUMENT 

Obligatoriska dokument som skall ingå i offerten är: 
 Tidplan för arbetet uppdelad för enkel uppföljning av ABBs ansvariga. 
 Kontaktperson. 
 Kort referenslista över tidigare liknande projekt. 

10.1 Pris uppdelning 

Följande delpriser önskas separat redovisade 

 framtagning av mjukvara för PLC/PC. 
 erfoderliga licenser. 
 hårdvara och kontroll PC 
 installation och igångkörning. 
 

 
11.UTVÄRDERINGSKRITERIER 

Offerten och lösningen utvärderas på faktorer enligt nedan, (men ej begränsat till) 

 Bedömd totalkostnad för ABB, inklusive eventuell störningar i produktionen 
 Föreslagen lösning och integration av denna. 
 Bedömda långsiktiga hanteringskostnader för ABB 
 Möjligheten och enkelheten att för framtida integration av flera PLC system, av samma eller annan 

typ 
 Kompetens och erfarenhet av liknande uppdrag 
 Leveranstid 

 
12.ÄGANDERÄTT TILL RESULTAT  

Mjukvaran skall ingå vid leverans eller vid det datum då garantitiden löper ut. Vid offererad licens lösning 
skall möjligheten att säga upp denna licens vara direkt. 

Rättigheter och licenser att använda övriga för projektet inköpta programvaror skall ingå. 

Management PCn skall tillhöra ABB och kunna administreras av IBM. 
 
13.ÄGANDERÄTT TILL RESULTAT VID LICENSIERING 

Om mjukvaran offereras under licens skall detta framgå tydligt och kostnadsutveckling för de närmaste 10 
åren presenteras för att ge en rättvis bild av den egentliga kostnaden av produkten. 

Rättigheter och licenser att använda övriga för projektet inköpta programvaror skall ingå. 

Management PCn skall tillhöra ABB och kunna administreras IBM. 
 
14.GARANTITID & VILLKOR  
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Utrustningen ska ha 2 års garanti. Delar & service skall levereras fritt till Ludvika. Service och reservdelar 
skall finnas att tillgå i minst 10 år från övertagande. Under garantitiden skall det vara möjligt för ABB Service 
att åtgärda uppkomna problem för att minimera eventuellt produktionsstopp. ABB Service är skyldig att 
kontakta leverantören och beskriva åtgärd. Kostnaden ska faktureras leverantören under garantitiden. 
Denna garanti gäller endast utrustning placerad hos ABB i Sverige.  

 
15.SÄRSKILDA KRAV 
Arbete i byggnad 709 skall följa våra lokala samt gemensamma krav rörande säkerhet och renlighet i 
lokalen. Särskilt dokument skall översändas till er där våra krav står skrivna och att det sedan undertecknas 
av båda parter före på början av installation. 
 
 
16.PILOTPROJEKT 

16.1 Uppdrag 

Eventuellt kan ABB besluta att det är lämpligt att genomföra en mindre pilotinstallation i avsikt att testa den 
föreslagna lösningen for Backup och Versionskontrollsystemet i liten skala innan en stor installation 
genomförs. 

Detta skall offereras separat och den delen av offerten skall kunna genomföras eller inte efter beslut av 
ABB. Påverkan på totalpriset skall tydligt framgå av offerten.  

Notera att ett genomfört pilotprojekt på intet sätt garanterar ett fortsatt genomförande av den totala offerten. 
 
16.3 Begränsningar 

Begränsad mängd av hårdvara att prova på, testet isolerar två typer men inkoppling på resterande typer 
kommer inte att fungera på precis samma sätt. Dock så kan eventuella övergripande ”barnsjukdommar” 
regleras utan att påverka produktionen i lika stor utsträckning. 

WiFi möjligheterna testas på begränsat fysiskt avstånd och med begränsad fysisk blockering,Detta leder i 
sin tur till att systemet inte blir lika lidande av eventuell variation i signalstyrka, vilket kommer bli en faktor att 
ha i åtanke andra delar i verkstaden. 
 
16.4 Omfattning 

Som testkörning för att kontrollera mjukvara och kontors PCn föreslås Vakuum och SF6 stationer.(”Puff och 
knuff”).  

 

Vakuumstation/SF6 1 Tunga sidan HPL: 100371 

Vakuumstation/SF6 2 Tunga sidan HPL: 100372 

Vakuumstation/SF6 3 Tunga sidan HPL: 100373 

Vakuumstation/SF6 4 Tunga sidan HPL: 100374 
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Vakuumstation/SF6 ”5” PIR motstånd: 109145  

Vakuumstation/SF6/CO2 Lätta sidan LTB: 100368 

Vakuumstation/SF6 Lätta sidan LTB: 100369 

Vakuumstation/SF6 Lätta sidan LTB: 100370 

Detta innefattar : 

FX3U-32M 3st 

Q00JCPU 11st  

HMI programerat med Citec Scada. 
 
16.5 Avgränsingar 

Begränsas till två typer av PLC:er och en typ av HMI.  
Avståndsbegränsat i förhållande till varandra. 
Begränsat till enheter redan iordninggjorda för Ethernet uppkoppling. 
 
16.6 Systemprestanda 

Förväntas följa samma normer som i hela projektet fast i mindre skala. 

16.7 Krav 
Se helhets offerten, relevanta krav gäller för systemet i mindre skalning. 
 
16.8 Utvärderingskriterier 

Utvärderingen sker baserat på erfarenheter dragna från inkoppling, testkörning av felfunktioner och 
helhetsintryck av provtiden, samt test av driftsäkerhet. 
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17. Listning av relevanta PLC enheter på brytarna. 
 

PLC typ  antal 

FX3U‐48M  8

Q00UJCPU  3

Q00JCPU  11

IPC 427C  3

FX3U‐32M  3

S7‐300/CPU315F‐2PN/DP  3

S7‐300 /cpu314  1

s7‐1200/CPU 1212C  3

S7‐300/CPU313C‐2DP  1

S7‐1200/CPU 1214C  1

S7‐300/CPU317F‐2DP  1

Q01CPU  1

FX3U‐80M  2

Q02CPU  1

Q03UDE CPU  1

summa 43
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ABB standard dokument  

13 

TEKNISKA BESTÄMMELSER 

Såvitt annat icke specificerats i detta avtal, gäller följande Allmänna Tekniska Bestämmelser. 

 

13.1.1 Elektrisk utrustning och elektriska delar i Utrustningen 

 Elektrisk utrustning skall utföras och monteras i enlighet med gällande standarder SS-EN 60204-1. 

Maskinsäkerhet-Maskiners elutrustning-Del 1: Allmänna fordringar,  SS-EN 60439-1, 

Kopplingsutrustningar, samt gällande utgåva av starkströmsföreskrifter. 

 

13.1.2 I Utrustningen ingående maskiners elektriska utrustning skall vara utförd för 5-ledarsystem (3 

faser + 0-ledare + skyddsledare) för anslutning till en enda  

kraftmatning och till 3-fasnät, 50 Hz med nominell spänning 230/400 V. 

0-ledare (N) och skyddsledare (PE) skall således vara åtskilda i den elektriska utrustningen. All 

styrspänning, även 230 V, skall matas över transformator. 

 

13.1.3 Styrkretsar för växelström skall matas från transformator med skild primär- och 

sekundärlindning och med sekundär märkspänning 115 V eller 230 V. Sekundärsidans ena pol 

skall vara jordad och den andra försedd med överströmsskydd. Vid ojordad sekundärkrets skall 

överströmsskyddet vara tvåpoligt. Vid jordat system skall manöverspolarnas ena ände vara 

anslutning till den jordade polen. Om lägre spänning motiveras av säkerhets- eller 

konstruktionsskäl skall denna vara 24 V och vid likspänning bör minuspol vara jordad. 

 

13.1.4 Säkring av märkströmmar 2-63 A skall vara av typ D-säkring (DIAZED), storlek D II resp D III. 

Dvärgbrytare (automatsäkring) får användas. D-säkringar D I och D IV samt neozedsäkringar får int

användas. 

 

 

 För styrkretsar, som matas från transformator eller annat strömförsörjningsdon, får finsäkring 

användas upp till 10 A märkström. 
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13.1.5 Platsbelysning med glödlampor skall vara konstruerad för 24 V och ansluten till transformator. 

Lysrörsarmatur får vara konstruerad för max 230 V. 

 

13.1.6 Elektriska komponenter samt kopplingslådor skall på scheman förses med individuella beteckningar

vilka skall återfinnas i form av nötningsbeständig märkning på väl synlig plats invid komponenterna.

Exempelvis accepteras ej präglingstejp. Alla kablar skall ha ref.beteckningar som skall återfinnas i 

kabellistor och på scheman. 

 

13.1.7 På samtliga i Utrustningen ingående el- och elektronikfunktioner skall finnas scheman ned t o 

m komponentnivå. För styrsystem av standardkaraktär kan scheman till enbart in- och 

utgångsenheter samt för matningsdon accepteras.  

För CPU-enheter kan blockscheman med angivande av in- och utgångar accepteras. 

Svarta lådor accepteras ej. 

 

13.1.8 Samtliga relationshandlingar, dvs scheman och andra dokument som medlevererats skall 

endast gälla den levererade Utrustningen eller om dokumenten ingår i allmänbeskrivning, skall 

de varianter som levererats vara tydligt märkta. 

 

13.1.9 Scheman skall vara försedda med korsreferenser som adresserar placering av en komponents 

olika delar på scheman, t ex ett reläs spole och kontakter.  

Korsreferenser skall även finnas mellan leverantörs- och underleverantörs-scheman. 
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TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION FOR DELIVERY AND ERECTION OF MACHINES AND OTHER MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL 
EQUIPMENT TO ABB GROUP COMPANIES IN SWEDEN 
 
 
Documentation specified on this page shall be distinctly marked with ABB’s reference and item according to 

purchase order and sent in stated number of copies no later than ….. weeks before delivery 

……………………………………………… 
ABB’s reference and item according to order 

 
 

 
Number of copies 

In Swedish In English 
or Swedish 

In the 
original 

language if 
this is not 
English or 
Swedish  

Table showing following data of equipment: 

 main dimensions in mm, total weight and 
part weights, if any, in kg 

 need of water in m³ /h,pressure kPa 
 need of compressed air in (normal) m³/h 

pressure kPa 
 need of ventilation and exhaust in m³ /h, 

pressure kPa 
 connection power kVA, starting power kVA 

and starting time s 

  
3 

 

Drawings of foundation and erection showing place 
and size of connection for power, compressed air, 
water, drains, exhaust, chip removal etc.  

  
3 

 

Drawing with dimensions of the working area of the 
machine with statement of clearance for the 
workpiece, extreme stroke limits for the slides, 
attaching dimensions for workpiece holders and 
tool holders and information about space required 
around the equipment for service, replacement of 
parts etc. 

  
3 

 

Preliminary circuit diagram  1  

Preliminary parts list  1  

Final programming instruction 3 1 1 
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Other documentation: 
Safety data sheet for all chemical preparations 

3 1  

CE-declaration of confirmation 
 

3 1  

Risk analysis 
 

 1  
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TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION FOR DELIVERY AND ERECTION OF MACHINES AND OTHER MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL 
EQUIPMENT TO ABB GROUP COMPANIES IN SWEDEN 
 
 
Documentation specified on this page shall be distinctly marked with ABB’s reference and item according to 
purchase order and sent in stated number of copies no later than ….. weeks before delivery. 
 

……………………………………………… 
ABB’s reference and item according to order 

 
 

Number of copies 
In Swedish In English or 

Swedish 
In the original 
language if 
this is not 
English or 
Swedish 

Lifting instructions 3 1 1 
Erection and starting instructions 3 1 1 
Handbook for operators 3 1 1 
Description of function 3 1 1 
Lubrication instructions, qualities and quantities 
included 

3 1 1 

Cutting fluids, qualities and quantities included 3 1 1 
Instructions for preventive maintenance 3 1 1 
Instructions for disassembly and adjustment 3 1 1 
Complete set of general assembly drawings  3 1 
Final coupling diagrams of hydraulic, 
pneumatic and lubrication systems 

 3 1 

Electric documentation for the entire electrical equipment 
and for important units included: 

 list of drawings and other document 
 circuit diagram 
 parts list 
 interconnection diagrams or equivalent 

tables 
 cable tables with connection tables or 

diagrams 

 3 1 

PLC-program  3 1 
Lay-out of the machine showing the location of 
the different electrical, hydraulic and pneumatic 
parts and devices on the machine 

 3 1 

Spare part catalogue with list of all mechanical, 
electrical, hydraulic and pneumatic parts and 
devices of the equipment with due reference 
symbols in the appropriate diagram, 
manufacturer’s type designation (parts list) 

 3 1 

Instruction for location of faults of the machine 
and the control system 

 3 1 
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Test certificate with information on applied 
standards 

 3 1 

General assembly drawings of tools related to 
specific workpieces 

 3 1 

Other documentation:    
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Commented code for the interactive mapping as well as other useful macros 

used to enhance the excel document.(Swedish comments in code) 

Tabstrip code: 

Tabstrip look: 
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Used in the main structure map code for button adding:  
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Main code section: 
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Considerations and recommendations for improvements 

In this document the more important types of PLCs used in ABB’s breaker workshop 
are analyzed and their status with regards to spare part availability and possible end of 
life situations are presented.  

In some cases recommendations regarding possible replacement or upgrades are 
included, also their importance in respective RBD diagram is mentioned for 
consideration.  

Specific Mitsubishi and Siemens PLCs 

Based on need and possibility of upgrade and the line of keeping uniformity between 
different types of PLC units overall in the factory as well as in specific parts preforming 
the same tasks suggestions for improving older systems will be made in the following 
list, this goes over older units, but on an individual basis there might not be a critical 
urgency to upgrade, however they are noted and mentioned so further upgrades can 
have a guideline as to what to upgrade to. This will cover the dated units from 
Mitsubishi and Siemens. 

Following that, similar discussions are presented regarding the four non 
Mitsubishi/Siemens PLCs, and finally three special cases with special requirements are 
discussed. 
 

General info on the Mitsubishi FX series 

Figure 1 explains the numbering system for Mitsubishi PLC units.  
 

A) Refers to the type of the specific PLC (in the examples case FX series). 

B) Refers to the total number of input /output channels available to the PLC (In the 

example 8 Input 8 output channels). 

C) Refers to unit type, (in the example M means base unit). 

D) Refers to output type (in the example R means relay). 

E) Refers to special features (in the example AC power supply/World spec Dc 

source transistor). 

F) Refers to other special feature.  

Information obtained from Mitsubishi PLC manual [1] . 
 

 
Figure 1  Explaining the Mitsubishi FX series PLC naming 
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Status of the more important models. 

Information obtained from [2] (in this enclosure). 

FX3U 
Lifecycle: Current series 

FX2N 
Lifecycle: Introduced (1997) - Discontinued (2012) 
Service Life: Repair Period Ends 2019 

A series 
Lifecycle: Introduced (1985) – Discontinued (2006) 
Service Life: Repair service for A & QnA Series products will continue until 2013 or 
until parts/components become unavailable. 

FX series 
Lifecycle: introduced (1981) - (discontinuation not yet decided) 
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Testing Area (“Provningen”) 

The testing area holds one upgraded unit, and four outdated units. 
Previous suggestions by service had already indicated a need to change the outdated 
units to the newer version of FX3, and this procedure had already been done on one unit 
as a test.  

Inventory number 5370 is the newer type FX3U-48M as shown in Figure 2  3FX3U-
48M Inv:5370 
 

 
Figure 2  3FX3U-48M Inv:5370 

Inventory numbers 5371 shown in Figure 3 (same as inventory numbers 5372 and 5133) 
are of type FX-48MR. These are an older discontinued type and has already been 
suggested to be upgraded to the newer FX3U-48M. 
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Figure 3  4FX-48MR Inv:5371 

 
Inventory number BB037 is of type FX2N-48MR as shown in Figure 4. This units was 
introduced later in the testing area, but still the suggestion is to upgrade to FX3U-8M. 
 

 
Figure 4 FX2N-48MR Inv:BB037 
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Observations for the PLCs of the testing area: 

 Spares are available at Service and the code is available. 
 There are two main reason to upgrade to the already tried and tested FX3U-48M 

and the first is to minimize the amount of different units used for the same 
purpose, this will minimize the software maintenance. The second reason is that 
the older FX2N and FX units are programmed using an old version of the 
manufacturers development software, this version is considered obsolete and can 
only runs in DOS, something that will create problems and probably force 
Service to maintain old DOS capable computers. There are some possibilities to 
upgrade this code to run in the newer manufacturer tools for the FX2N however 
this would be a costly operation for a small benefit.  

 The units in the testing area are all seen as parallel blocks in the RBD diagram. 

Suggestion: 

Upgrade all of the testing area PLCs to FX3U-48M, keeping the uniformity and 
securing easy access to both hardware and software backup. 
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Overpressure test (”Övertryck T‐kur och raka”) 

Inventory number BB038/100170 is of type FX2N-32MR as shown in Figure 5 and 
Figure 6. These were introduced when the overpressure chambers were built and are not 
of a current model. 
 

 
Figure 5  FX2N-32MR Inv:BB038 

 
Figure 6  FX2N-32MR Inv:100170 
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Observations for the PLCs of the overpressure test are  

 Spares are available at Service and the code available. 
 Two FX2N-32MR units in a relatively new investment, both uses the newer 

manufacturer tools for programming and FX2N-32MR has spare parts available 
until 2019. There is in other words no urgent need to upgrade these units, 
however note should be taken that the production of FX2 has been discontinued 
as of 2012 with spares available until 2019.   

 Both of these appear as serial elements in an RBD and are therefore critical to 
the workflow. 

 

Suggestion 

No urgent changes needed at this time. 
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BLG Mechanism assembly (BLG Don) 

Latch testing (“Spärrprovare”) 

The first type for the latch test station is shown in Figure 7.  
 

 
Figure 7  FX2n-32MR Inv:943 

 

Observations on the latch test PLC 

 Not Covered by Service. 
 Another company (Detec) is responsible for managing errors together with 

Service. 
 FX2N-32MR has spare parts available until 2019, but production is discontinued 

as of 2012. 
 This appears as a serial element in the RBD and is somewhat critical. 

 
Suggestion: 

No urgent changes needed at this time. 
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Damper assembly (“Dämpdonsmontage”) 

 
Figure 8 FX1N-60MR Inv:BM061 

 

Observations 

 Not available at Service 
 FX1N is a series that is going to be discontinued however the date has not been 

decided and hence there is no urgent need, expect that at least 10 years of 
support after the discontinuation date has been decided. However when in need 
for upgrade FX3G can be used with very little adjustment to the code. 

 This would be a serial element in an RBD and is thus somewhat critical. 
 

Suggestions 

No urgent need for upgrade, but the model is being phased out.        
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Rinsing (“Skölj”)  

Figure 9 shows the PLC installation for the rinsing station. 
 

 
Figure 9  FX2N-128MT Inv:100439 

 
Observations: 

 Available at Service and code available. 
 FX2N-128MT has spare parts available until 2019 but production is 

discontinued as of 2012. As this unit is covered by service and has code 
available it can be one of the first of the FX2 series to be phased out when 
needed, having full access to code and support from Service should make this 
procedure a lot simpler then a PLC that is administrated by another company. 

 This appears as a serial element in an RBD, however it is not always used and is 
thus less critical. 

 

Suggestion 

No urgent changes needed. 
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Manuel press (“Manuell press”) 

 
Figure 10  S5-135u/155u CPU 928B 

 
Observations: 

 Not covered by Service. 
 An older Siemens Step 5 unit, this is considered an obsolete unit as per 1-10-

2005 with spare parts being available until 2014. 
 This PLC features a Simatic panel PC 670 HMI interface which is without the 

manufacturer guarantee of spare parts as of this year (2014), however the 
machine is very complex and it is not part of regular production and rather used 
for type-testing of new products. This leads to it being a special case where a 
suggested upgrade is not really a viable option. The cost of changing and the 
reprograming would be too high to warrant any kind of change regarding the 
PLC or HMI unit. However it should be noted that as the spare part agreement is 
starting to run out it could at some point become of interest to change it.  

 This would be a special block in an RBD diagram. (As it’s not an actual part of 
the production). 

Suggested changes 

Leave the PLC as is, however discussion point could be made for investing in spare 
parts in the coming years if there is interest in keeping this unit running. The alternative 
would be to consider an upgrade to an S7 unit.  

However upgrading could turn into an expensive procedure due to the complexity as 
previously mentioned. No source code available will also cause problem. 
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Grinding (“Slip”) 

Figure 11 shows the PLC installation for the grinding station. 
 

 
Figure 11 FX2N 64MT-DSS Inv:3540 

 
Observations: 

 Available at Service and code available. 
 An older FX2N version, this specific machine is scheduled to be changed. 
 This appears as a serial block in the RBD diagram and is somewhat critical. 

 
 
Suggested changes: 

Depending on how much choice there is in choosing a specific PLC unit a 
recommendation would be to upgrade this unit to an FX3U unit as this would keep the 
uniformity best.  

If a completely new machine is bought instead make sure it stays with the latest 
Mitsubishi or Siemens for future ease of maintenance. 
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Pre Insertion Resistors (”PIR motstånd”) 

 
Figure 12  Logo! 12/24/RC Inv: 101045 

 
 
Observations: 

 Not available at Service. 
 A smaller simple basic design called LOGO! PLC from Siemens. 
 Even if it is a basic design it has been equipped with additional modules for 

more I/O. There is no available code for this unit at ABB Service and hence 
upgrading could prove troublesome.  

 This also appears as a serial block in the RBD diagram. 
 
Suggested changes: 

Leave this PLC as is, but definitely make efforts to acquire the code and archive this to 
be prepared in case of a hardware crash. 
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Other manufacturers  

Inductive heater (“Induktiv värmare”) 

Figure 13 shows the PLC installation for the inductive heating installation (“Induktiv 
värmare”) and Figure 14 shows the PLC for the Current bars (”CSB strömbanor”) 
testing station. Both these units are of the type Millenium 3 XD26. 

 
Figure 13  Millenium 3 XD26 Inv:105096 

Figure 14 Millenium 3 XD26 Inv:105098 
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Observations: 

 These PLCs are not available at Service and neither has code available. 
 Two Crouzet Millennium 3 series with XD26 built in HMI PLCs, one situated at 

the area for calibration and one is a new installation at the CSB station.  
 Both act as standalone units with no modules, and are of a sufficiently new 

release, neither of them are required to be update.  
 Both would be serial blocks in an RBD diagram. 

 
Suggested changes: 

No need to update, however as both features no add on modules and have relatively low 
I/O counts this would open for upgrading to an FX series PLC without too much work. 
This requires that the source code can be acquired. 
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Current bars (“CSB strömbanor”) 
 

 
Figure 15  Indra control L20 Inv:105094 

Figure 15 shows the second PLC unit in the current bar test station. This unit is from 
RexRoth and is another special one-of-a-kind PLC, featured on a newly installed unit. 
 
Observations: 

 Not available at Service. 
 RexRoth Indra control L20,  
 This appears as a serial device in an RBD diagram. 

 
Suggested changes: 
No changes necessary, but try to acquire the code. 
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Lasers: 

There are two laser printers for printing signs as shown in Figure 16 and Figure 17. 
 

 
Figure 16 Festo Inv:100350 

 
Figure 17  Festo inv:100351 
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Observations: 
 Available at Service with modified code available. 
 The Festo unit could not be fully identified due to limited access in cabinet.  
 Festo is specialized in combinations of pneumatic and electric controllers. 
 Telefrang is an I/O unit SI/OX S45 
 Inventory number 100350 has code available and the second is expected to be 

rebuilt.  
 This would be a parallel in a RBD diagram. 

 
Suggested Changes: 
There is usually no alternatives to Festo for the combination of PLC and pneumatic 
controllers so no actions recommended. 
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Special cases 

The SF6 Supervisory system (“SF6 övervakningssystem”) is shown in Figure 35. 
 

 
Figure 185 Omron PLC 

This is a very special system where special rules for environmental supervision applies. 
 
Observations: 

 Available at Service and code available. 
 Discontinued 2006 and spare parts are not available from 2013, this particular 

PLC is one of the oldest installed at the factory, it is not positioned in the 
production line but is a law required supervision system for SF6 levels. This unit 
works in tandem with a computer for registering SF6 levels, the specific 
computer program used for monitoring SF6 is from another manufacturer and is 
called MRS (Miljöredovisningssystem). The supplier is Etric [3]. At this 
particular instance it is run on a computer running Windows XP and support for 
windows XP ended 08-04-2014. 

 When this computer needs to be upgraded it is strongly recommended to 
upgrade the entire PLC system. The follow up for the Mitsubishi A series is the 
Q series of modular PLC.  

 This unit appears as a serial block in the RBD diagram. 
 
Suggested changes: 
Upgrade to a Q-series PLC, a Q00J CPU should sufficiently cover all the needs for this 
particular PLC.  
Suggestion would be to start looking into upgrading this right away, before the call to 
upgrade the computer comes and forces a rushed decision. 
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 Spring press (“Fjäderpress”) 

 
Figure 19 Older Misubishi FX2N unit 

Observations: 

 Available at Service with “old” code available. 
 An older FX2N PLC that has been updated but the current commented version 

of the code has been lost somewhere in transition, leaving this unit as somewhat 
of a risk. With only executable code (the code you can download) and old 
versions with full commentary available ABB is currently locked to using FX2N 
until the code has been revised and updated.  

 This appears as a serial block in an RBD diagram. 
 
Suggested changes: 
Strongly consider acquiring the new version of the code and updating this to a FX3U 
unit once that is done. If that is not possible to do within a strict time limit make sure to 
keep one FX2N spare since there is no alternative and rewriting code based on previous 
versions will be very time consuming and costly. 
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Cutting machine (“Kap”) 

 
Figure 20 Omron PLC 

Figure 37 shows the Omron PLC that handles the advanced cutting machine. 
 
Observations: 

 Available at Service and original code available. 
 Probably one the most advanced machines in the breaker facility, featuring a 

second cabinet full of servo drives and other machinery. No modified code 
version available at ABB and instead this station totally relies on that it is 
serviced by its manufacturer. Code has been modified on the go and the saved 
code is not current. 

 
 
Suggested Changes: 
Once code is acquired there is a possibility to try and include this in an overlaying 
back-up system, however it’s the only one from this specific manufacturer Omron, and 
hence it would be one of the last to include in a automatic back-up solution. 
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